DECLARATION FORM OF CONCESSIONAL SALES TAX

To be issued by the Educational Institution, Hospital or Institution situated in the Union Territory of Delhi in respect of its purchase of Scientific Equipment/Instruments made in course of Inter-state trade of commerce in the state of……………………………………………………………

1. Director, India Institute of Technology, Delhi Place New Delhi (State) Delhi certify that the Scientific Equipment/Instrument specified in the Cash Memo/Bill/Invoice No. ……… Dated……………. Rs.......... (Rupees…………………………………………………………….) of M/s. ……………………………………………………. has/have been purchased as per Order No……………………………………………………………………………………………………… dated ………………………………… by the said :

   a) Institution for the use in the teaching of science.

   b) Laboratory or Institution or Research Work and that the said Institution carries Educational & Research work and not runs even with the motive of minor Profit.

   
   Signature
   For and on behalf of Director
   IIT, Hauz Khas, New Delhi

   Place : ………………………

   Dated : ………………………